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Guardtime Truetrail
Continuous Compliance Attestation 



 + Interoperable with other SIEM, 
SOAR, and SOC products

 + API driven integration

 + Exportable data & reporting

 + Provable, continues asset 
history

 + Detect issues based on state 
rather than ‘Point in Time’ logs

 + Auto-discover and trust 
compliance baselines

 + Deploy in minutes

 + Understand compliance & 
security rist immediately

 + Templates based compliance 
configurations

Product overview

Truetrail auto-discovers compliance
deficiencies and cloud threats within seconds,
immediately providing value by controlling
audit costs and reducing security risks of
vulnerable cloud assets. Truetrail empowers
leaders with data driven risk based decisions
by providing unprecedented provable visibility
and awareness across the customer’s cloud.
Truetrail provides realtime insights into

compliance baselines across cloud and on-
premise infrastructures supporting a number

of industry leading compliance frameworks.
This decreases the overall compliance burden
on IT Managers and allows them to refocus
valuable IT resources to protect the most
crucial IT assets.
Cloud shared operations and ownership
models create a lack of confidence due to
insufficient visibility. This creates uncertainty
and confusion about the actual operations of
cloud infrastructure. This leads to expensive
and time consuming security and compliance
processes that do not work. With Truetrail,
security and compliance is no longer based
on expensive manual tasks but continuous
and real-time system state.

Company

Guardtime was founded with a mission to make the world’s information reliable. Truetrail
accomplishes this mission for cloud operators and consumers by securing their infrastructure
and proving compliance. Truetrail helps secure your environment regardless of whether you are
a Public, Private or Hybrid cloud consumer.

Compatible

Differentiated

Actionable



Provable, Continuous Public and Private cloud vulnerability detection and decreased
compliance burden across AWS, GCP, Azure, and other cloud platforms. As datacenters
get further segmented to include Hybrid cloud, seamless detection across logical network
borders is a must.

Compliance Frameworks



 + Decreasing audit & compliance 
costs

 + Mitigating compliance & audit 
deficiencies

 + Decreasing cloud security 
risks

Why Truetrail?

Truetrail provides enterprises with real-time
data-driven insights that compliance and
security managers need to understand their
security risk and be ready for audits. Truetrail
immediately provides value for any enterprise
that needs to understand their compliance
baseline across their cloud: enabling their
security and compliance teams to operate
more efficiently and save costs.

Truetrail provides immediate 
IT cost reductions by:


